REPLAYIT®

PRIVATE PHOTO SUBMISSION

Get your student portrait in the yearbook.
If your student could not come to school to take a
professional portrait through our school's
photography company, now is your chance to
submit your own student portrait via our private
photo submission site for the yearbook.

SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOS ONLINE
LOG ON TO: images.jostens.com
Enter Login ID:

415853961

How? Follow the steps below and submit your portrait
(head and shoulders shot) before the deadline. Photo can
be taken with your phone’s camera.

The last day to submit your photos is:
December 18,2020
Requirements:
*Photo must be a vertical, head and shoulders shot. We can’t accept horizontal shaped photos. This is very
important! Make sure you are holding your phone or camera correctly like this, when taking photo.
*JPEG file format only.
- This is the file format that most cameras use.
- The camera for an iPhone needs to be set at “Most Compatible” format under
settings. See instructions at bottom of flyer and set this up before you take the
photo.

Correct!

*Hold your camera steady when taking photo and if you save before submitting, please make sure you are saving at
highest resolution or largest file size.
Steps for portrait submission:
1. Go to images.jostens.com and enter in LOGIN ID number indicated on flyer.
2. Choose the photo to be uploaded. Each student may only submit ONE photo.
3. Provide contact information. (Person uploading the photo should enter his/her information)
4. Provide IMAGE information
a. *Type student's first and last name. It is extremely important to spell the student's name correctly.
b. *Select student’s grade from the drop-down menu.
5. In the description field, type: student portrait.
6. Click the box to agree to terms and conditions.
7. Click on upload chosen images in gray box to complete the process.
8. You will see a confirmation page and should receive a confirmation email shortly after you submit your photo.
It’s that easy! Submit your student portrait today!
We want to make sure your portrait is included in the 2020-2021 yearbook!
The yearbook staff will review all photos and determine final yearbook content. We cannot guarantee that all submissions will be used.
Helpful Hint: Our phones take high quality photos! However, if you have an iPhone, please go to
SETTINGS>CAMERA>FORMATS>and check mark MOST COMPATIBLE. This will change your photos
to a JPEG file format needed to ensure great printing quality in the yearbook.
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